
Module Description  

Module name: Post Keynesian Economics

Course form Credit Duration Language 

Workshop (online) 5 ECTS 1 week  
block course

English

1) Qualification goals / Outcome:

After completing the workshop in Post Keynesian Economics participants should be 
able to describe the main differences and similarities between PKE and other schools 
of thought. They should understand the main theoretical foundations in PKE and have 
a basic understanding of Post-Keynesian models, including SFC models. They should 
also be able to explain what hysteresis is and be able to discuss policy proposals such 
as a job guarantee.  

2) Course content:

The workshop begins with a discussion of the historical development of PKE and a 
comparison with different schools of thought. Participants will learn the main 
theoretical foundations within the PK school, with modules dedicated to the theories 
of choice,output and employment, endogenous money and monetary policy, inequality 
and inflation, and theories of growth. The foundations of SFC modeling will  be 
presented, and two topical issues ( job guarantee and hysteresis) will be discussed. 

3) Teaching methods:

Workshop - Mixture of new content a lecture, prepared reading, and short 
presentations and in-class discussion. There will be some working tasks during the 
sessions and discussion will be encouraged. Participants will also take some time to 
develop a final project that will be presented in the final plenary session of the summer 
academy.  

4) Kind of  module:

This Module can either be accomplished in a compulsory or elective module, 
depending on the degree programme. In every degree programme it might 
be suited for elective or transdisciplinary modules. In degree programmes in 
economics or with parts in economics, it might be suited for advanced 
courses, too. 
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5) Requirements for participation:

English level B2 
Basic knowledge macroeconomics

6) Requirements for granting credit points 

a) contact times b) self-study c) exam 
preparation

d) marking

30 h 30 h 90 h yes

e) assessment pattern

The assessment will be an essay which will be graded following a evaluation sheet.

7) Module coordinator

The module is carried out by the Netzwerk Plurale Ökonomik e.V.  
Responsible staff: Janina Urban, M.Sc. ( janina.urban@plurale-oekonomik.de)  
and Anita Lehner, M.A. (a.lehner@plurale-oekonomik.de) 

8) Module teaching staff

Valeria Jimenez (valeria.jimenez@hwr-berlin.de), M.A International Economics (HWR 
Berlin), Master in Political Economy and Analysis (Universite Sorbonne Paris Nord). 
Currently working as Junior researcher at the HWR Berlin. 
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